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About Fields in Trust
» Only UK charity working to champion,
support and protect parks and green
spaces in perpetuity.
» Founded in 1925 almost 60% of the
spaces we protect today have been
secured since 2010.
» Data and insight driven approach to
deliver action to legally protect the future
of parks and green spaces in areas of
acute need.

» Credible, trusted partner working with
central, devolved and local government
to achieve lasting social and
environmental change.
» ~75% local authorities use our
“Guidance for Outdoor Sport & Play –
Beyond the 6acre standard” to plan their
green space management.
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Local parks have been a lifeline
during the pandemic, but not all
communities have equal access to
them, and the situation is getting
worse.

Annual Green Space Index
» The Green Space Index is a comprehensive
analysis of the provision of parks and green
spaces across Great Britain.
» Interactive tool providing data on access to
green space at a local, regional and national
level; whilst tracking changes over time
» Enables parks and green spaces to be placed
at the heart of wider policy agendas focussed
on pandemic recovery, levelling up and
greener futures
» Identifies the inequities of provision and its
relationship to health and wellbeing
» Supports the prioritisation of parks in areas
with higher levels of ethnic minorities and
lower socio-economic groups
» Enables effective planning of green
infrastructure to mitigate climate change at
local level

2021 Green Space Index headlines

Cited by: The UK Climate Change Committee, The
Runnymede Trust, No Place Left Behind Commission, Arup
Global Research, Local Government Association, Friends of
the Earth, Town and Country Planning Association and many
others.
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Population green space projections
» By 2040 the amount of green space
provision per person will have reduced by
7.6%.
» In over 100 local authority areas the
provision per person will reduce by more
than 10% in the next 20 years.
» In 2040 only four of Britain's nations and
regions will exceed the minimum standard
of green space provision.
» By 2040 London will have fallen below half
the minimum standard of provision.
» Over the next five years alone there will be
a 6.5% increase in the number of people
not living within a ten-minute walk of a park
or green space, to nearly 2.87 million.
*Statistics taken from comparing the Green Space Index 2021 to
population projection data
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GSI: people not within a 10minute walk of a park or green space
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Revaluing Parks and Green
Spaces, 2018
» Produced the first ever robust, welfare
weighted economic valuation of parks
to our collective health & wellbeing
» Frequent use of parks and green
spaces generates £34.2 billion of
wellbeing value every year

» Parks have a role to play in
addressing physical health, mental
wellbeing, community cohesion
» Lower socio-economic groups &
BAME communities value parks and
green spaces double and triple the
average

Cited by: MHCLG/DLUHC, NHS/Public Health England, Scottish
Parliament, Welsh Government, Future Generations Report,
Green Space Report by Mayor of London and many political,
academic and national media reports.
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Protection Partner: Liverpool
» Liverpool City Council’s pioneering
decision to protect ALL parks and
green spaces in the city was led a
vision for all citizens to live within a
ten-minute walk of a protected park or
green space in perpetuity
» This commitment has launched a two
year programme of legal protection
and community engagement work to
protect every park and green space in
the city
Liverpool City Council will
become the first local authority
in the UK to protect all their
parks and green spaces forever
with Fields in Trust.

» Will create a legacy of valuable parks
and green spaces, protected for future
generations
Green Spaces for Good
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Threatened but vital
» Universal public service but only 6% of parks in the UK are
protected in perpetuity
» As a non-statutory function the future of our parks and green
spaces are continually threatened by development, policy and
budget cuts
Parks and green spaces, especially in urban areas, have a key role in
mitigating climate change

To meet climate targets in 2030 or beyond requires parks and green
spaces to still be there
Green Spaces for Good
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Who we work with
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Adapting to the world around us
We are making changes to our Deed of
Dedication to reflect climate mitigation
needs
» Green Infrastructure Standards

» Biodiversity Net Gain
» Sustainable management of parks

» Multi-functionality
And exploring new data analysis
opportunities:

New: Climate mitigation clause
6.2 Not unreasonably withhold consent to
any disposals or the erection of any
structures or alterations on the Property
where the primary purposes is to: (a) to
avoid or to mitigate the actual or anticipated
effects of climate change; and/or (b) to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, including
toward a target of “net zero, in each case.
Provisions around structures and alterations, use of
property and disposals apply
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Changing our way of working to meet need
We have reviewed our way of working in recent months and are
rolling out a new approach to partnering with landowners on multiple
protection portfolios
Partnership agreement

Comms and fundraising plan

Programme management

Data and analysis offer

And how we sustain our work for the long-term stewardship of almost
3000 spaces and rising
Green Spaces for Good
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The action we are taking
» Writing to MPs across the UK to sign our
Parks Protector Pledge

» Making connections with key local
authorities based on GSI data and local
climate plans
» Bringing the vulnerability of our parks
and green spaces to the fore, through
our COP26 campaign: Parkxtinction
We need more voices within local
authorities:
» To follow Liverpool’s lead
» And influence leaders to protect at scale
with us
Green Spaces for Good
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Fields in Trust is the only UK charity
protecting our parks and green
spaces in perpetuity. Our green
spaces have never been more
important – and have never been
under such threat. Your support will
make a difference, forever.

www.fieldsintrust.org

@FieldsInTrust

For more information, please contact: Tamsin Fudge, Head of Projects and
Stewardship e: Tamsin.Fudge@fieldsintrust.org
t: 020 7427 2115

